Abstract. The long-term variability in stratospheric ozone mass mixing ratio (O 3 ) and temperature (T ) from 1979 to 2013 is investigated using the latest reanalysis product delivered by the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF), i.e., ERA-Interim. Moreover, using the Mg II index time series for the same time period, the response of the stratosphere to the 11-year Schwabe solar cycle is investigated. Results reveal the following features: (i) upward (downward) trends characterize zonally averaged O 3 anomalies in the upper (middle to lower stratosphere) stratosphere, while prevailing downward trends affect the T field. Mg II index data exhibit a weaker 24th solar cycle (though not complete) when compared with the previous two; (ii) correlations between O 3 and Mg II, T and Mg II, and O 3 and T are consistent with photochemical reactions occurring in the stratosphere and large-scale transport; and (iii) wavelet cross-spectra between O 3 and Mg II index show common power for the 11-year period, particularly in tropical regions around 30-50 hPa, and different relative phase in the upper and lower stratosphere. A comprehensive insight into the actual processes accounting for the observed correlation between ozone and solar UV variability would be gained from an improved bias correction of ozone measurements provided by different satellite instruments, and from the observations of the time behavior of the solar spectral irradiance.
Introduction
Variations in the solar irradiance represent one of the possible natural causes of climate change that is still poorly understood (see Gray et al., 2010 , for a review). The Sun is the main source of energy for the Earth's system, and its variations may potentially influence the atmospheric dynamics. However, such an effect is controversial and tricky to prove, especially at tropospheric levels where the atmospheric variability is high. On the other hand, the amplitude of the change in the total solar irradiance (TSI) during the 11-year solar cycle (i.e., from solar magnetic activity minimum to maximum) is ∼ 0.1 %, corresponding to about 1 W m −2 , causing a surface temperature increase of around 0.1 K due to direct radiative effects alone (e.g., Keckhut et al., 2005) . Moreover, percent changes of TSI are not evenly distributed across the solar spectrum: they are concentrated in the ultraviolet (UV), so that wavelengths less than 400 nm contribute about 9 % to the change, and about 32 % of the radiation variation over a solar cycle occurs below 250 nm (Lean, 1989; Ermolli et al., 2013) . Thus, a way by which solar activity may influence the atmospheric circulation is through the stratosphere, in a topdown perspective (e.g., Gray et al., 2010; NRC, 2012) . This occurs mainly through the absorption of UV solar radiation by ozone in the stratosphere (i.e., at midlatitudes, the altitudes between about 10-12 and 50 km) at wavelengths between 200 and 300 nm, leading to the radiative heating observed at those levels, to positive temperature vertical gradients, and to increased static stability. In particular, solar UV photons have sufficient energy to give rise to chemical reac-
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Long-term response of stratospheric ozone and temperature to solar variability tions able to create/destroy ozone (Hartly and Huggins bands at 200-350 nm) or to dissociate oxygen diatomic molecules (Schuman-Runge bands at 100-200 nm). The resulting latitudinal gradient of radiative heating drives the zonal circulation in the midlatitude upper stratosphere with maximum westerly amplitude during winter in both hemispheres. It is also known that the radiative equilibrium of the stratosphere plays an important role in determining the tropopause height condition for baroclinic neutrality (Bordi et al., 2002) or in modifying the properties of upward-propagating planetary waves (Charney and Drazin, 1961) . Furthermore, it is worth recalling that ozone, although a minor component of the Earth's atmosphere (0.02-0.1 ppmv), plays a key role in the energy balance of the planet: it absorbs the UV solar radiation and acts as a greenhouse gas. In particular, with the spectral band centered at 9.6 µm, ozone contributes to the absorption of the thermal infrared radiation emitted by the Earth's surface, warming the lower stratosphere and cooling the upper stratosphere above 10 hPa (see the spectral cooling rate profile in Clough and Iacono, 1995) .
During the early 1990s, analyses of ozone and meteorological data began to suggest a substantial solar cycle variation in ozone and temperature in the stratosphere (e.g., Hood et al., 1993; Chandra and McPeters, 1994; Hood, 2004) . More recently, the analysis of data from the Spectral Irradiance Monitor (SIM) instrument of the Solar Radiation and Climate Experiment (SORCE; Woods et al., 2000) showed that values of the solar spectral irradiance (SSI) increase with declining solar activity for wavelengths longer than 502 nm, whereas they decrease for shorter wavelengths. This behavior suggests that SSI variability throughout the 11-year solar cycle could be significantly higher than thought until now, particularly in the UV spectral regions (e.g., Harder et al., 2009) with relevant effects on stratospheric ozone . Moreover, Haigh et al. (2010) reported that spectral changes in UV during the decline since April 2004, which are 4 to 6 times larger than previously assumed, led to a significant decrease in stratospheric ozone for altitudes less than 45 km, and an increase above that altitude.
The dependence of ozone to the solar cycle was supposed to be present from the analysis of total column ozone time series averaged over low latitudes, i.e., between 35 • S and 35 • N (see Soukharev and Hood, 2006 , and references therein). The comparison of observations and various model outputs describing the complex ozone response to the UV solar spectral variation led to some discrepancy during the period 1979 -2004 (e.g., Rozanov et al., 2004 Egorova et al., 2004) , likely due to both the occurrence of two major volcanic eruptions (i.e., El Chichón in April 1982 and Pinatubo in June 1991) unfortunately close to the solar maxima of December 1979 and July 1989 (cycle 22 and 23) , respectively, and the equatorial quasi-biennial oscillation (QBO) (Holton and Lindzen, 1972) . Furthermore, solar energetic particles associated with space weather solar events and modulated by the solar activity can also enter into the Earth's atmosphere (e.g., Berrilli et al., 2014a) , producing nitrogen oxides that can destroy ozone, changing the atmospheric chemistry and the radiative balance (e.g., Crutzen, 1974) .
However, the global distribution of stratospheric ozone depends not only on the variability of solar energy but also on temperature, winds and pollutants (natural or humaninduced) through dynamical and chemical processes (for details, see Shepherd, 2008; McConnell and Jin, 2008) . In particular, at high latitudes and low atmospheric heights, ozone abundances rise in winter due to transport and reduce in summer due to chemical destruction, whereas, in the middle stratosphere, the annual ozone fluctuation is mainly driven by the variability of the odd-oxygen (O and O 3 ) production rate. In the upper stratosphere, the annual ozone variation is related to the annual cycle of temperature (e.g., Perliski et al., 1989) .
In the present work we investigate the connection between long-term variability of stratospheric ozone and temperature, at different latitudes and altitudes, in response to the UV solar variability associated with the 11-year cycle. For this purpose we took advantage of the availability of the reanalysis product ERA-Interim (hereafter ERA-I) delivered by the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF), and the Mg II core-to-wing index by GOME, SCIAMACHY and GOME-2, both data sets extending from 1979 to present. The 35 years of data cover three solar cycles and allowed us to provide an updated picture of the relationship between the 11-year solar variability and ozone and temperature in the stratosphere, which is the aim of the study. In particular, we analyze long-term trends in the time series (Sect. 3.1), linear correlations (Sect. 3.2), spectral periodicity and coherence (Sect. 3.3).
Data and methods
ERA-Interim ozone and temperature data sets
Ozone mass mixing ratio (O 3 ) and air temperature (T ) data used in the present study are taken from the latest global atmospheric reanalysis product ERA-I, which is delivered by the ECMWF and covers the period from 1979 to present (Simmons et al., 2007; Dee et al., 2011) . The data set is produced with a sequential data assimilation scheme, advancing forward in time using 12-hourly analysis cycles. In each cycle, all available observations (in situ measurements, radiosondes, satellites, etc.) are combined with prior information from a forecast model to estimate the evolving state of the atmosphere (Dee et al., 2011) . The four-dimensional variational (4D-Var) assimilation system used in ERA-I ensures the consistency between the analyzed variables and within the analyzed fields both in space and time for each analysis window. ERA-I improved on several deficiencies reported in the previous reanalysis, ERA-40, in particular the water cycle that was too wet in the tropics and breaks in time series of some variables that coincide with the introduction of satellites into the assimilation scheme (Poli et al., 2010) . A large variety of satellite ozone observations are used in ERA-I (see Dee et al., 2011, and their Fig. 15) . It is worth noting that the major change in the ozone observing system occurred with the introduction of data from Global Ozone Monitoring Experiment (GOME) instrument on ERS-2 in 1996. The assimilation of GOME profiles has improved the quality of ERA-I ozone analyses relative to ERA-40, particularly in the troposphere and lower stratosphere. However, unrealistic temperature and wind changes were generated in a deep layer around the stratopause by the 4D-Var in an attempt to accommodate observed local changes in ozone concentration mainly related to deficiencies in ozone observations (i.e., not adequate bias corrections for ozone data of different source). As a temporary solution, the sensitivity of mass and wind variables to ozone data is switched off and the ozone climatology is used in the radiation scheme (Dragani, 2011; Dee et al., 2011) . Despite this shortcoming, the major features of the Brewer-Dobson circulation, including tropical upwelling into the stratosphere, and poleward and downward flow in the extratropics, are well reproduced by ERA-I (Seviour et al., 2012) . The recent study by Dragani (2011) on the quality of ERA-I ozone data diagnosed an improvement with respect to ERA-40 and found mean residuals of about ±10 % compared to satellite observations.
In the present study, monthly means of daily means of O 3 and T from January 1979 to December 2013 at 0.75 • horizontal resolution and 11 vertical levels (from 100 to 1 hPa) are considered, and their annual means analyzed.
Mg II proxy for UV solar irradiance variability data set
TSI spaceborne records began in 1978 with satellite measurements of small changes in the solar constant due to the passage of large sunspots and plage regions across the solar surface (Willson et al., 1981) . Nowadays, the variability of our star on all observed timescales, with amplitudes depending on the wavelength and timescale, is recognized (see the review by Solanki et al., 2013; Kopp, 2014) . Magnetic features at the solar surface, modulated by photospheric multiscale flows, i.e., rotation, meridian flows, turbulent convection (e.g., Berrilli et al., 2013 Berrilli et al., , 2014b , and global dynamo are the primary sources of variability of TSI and SSI, the bolometric and spectral quantity, respectively, of the radiative energy incident at the top of the Earth's atmosphere. Different features are associated with TSI and SSI variations at various timescales. Sunspots and faculae are responsible of large TSI variations (equal or greater than variations due to the 11-year cycle) on timescales ranging from a dozen hours to solar period (e.g., Frohlich, 2004; Solanki et al., 2013) , while other magnetic or convective features are potentially connected to small-scale variability occurring on short timescales (e.g., Solanki et al., 2003; Viticchié et al., 2010) . In 1978, uninterrupted observations of solar UV variability began with the Nimbus-7 Solar Backscatter Ultraviolet (SBUV) instrument. Other spacecraft (SME, NOAA-9, NOAA-11, SOLSTICE) followed producing a data set extended over three solar cycles. In 2003 the Spectral Irradiance Monitor (SIM) experiment onboard the SORCE satellite measured the full solar spectral irradiance. Unfortunately, such measurements are relatively short in time to investigate the stratospheric ozone response to the 11-year solar cycle. The Mg II index (core-to-wing ratio) is usually used as a proxy for the spectral solar irradiance variability from the UV to extreme UV associated with the 11-year solar cycle and solar rotation (27 days). It is constructed from the ratio of the irradiances of the highly variable Mg II h and k emission cores near 280 nm to that of the weakly variable nearby wings (Heath and Schlesinger, 1986) . The index used for the present study is a composite provided by the University of Bremen derived from solar irradiances from GOME (1995 ( -2011 ( ), SCIAMACHY (2002 and GOME-2 (2007-present) aboard METOP-A and METOP-B (http://www.iup.uni-bremen.de/gome/gomemgii. html). The annual and monthly mean time series of the Mg II index from 1979 to 2013 are taken into account for the present analysis. The Mg II core-to-wing ratio is commonly considered a good proxy of solar activity since it supplies a good estimate of UV irradiance variability (White et al., 1998; Viereck and Puga, 1999) .
Methods of analysis
The linear trend in the time series of interest (O 3 and T ) is here considered as a first-order indicator of long-term variability. It is computed by applying the least-squares method to fit the time series, while the non-parametric MannKendall test is used to assess its statistical significance. The test consists of comparing each value of the time series with the remaining in a sequential order and the probability level of significance of 95 % is considered.
To investigate the relationship between the time series of interest (O 3 and T ) and Mg II index at 11-year periodicity, we used the cross-spectral and coherence analysis derived from continuous wavelet transform (CWT). Torrence and Compo (1998) and Grinsted et al. (2004, henceforth GMJ04) provided detailed descriptions of such a method that is usually applied to analyze geophysical data series. Wavelet transform has advantages over the traditional Fourier transform for accurately decomposing finite, non-periodic and/or non-stationary time series (Sifuzzaman et al., 2009 ) like the ones we will show in Sect. 3.
In GMJ04 the CWT of a discrete sequence x n with uniform time step δt is defined as the convolution of x n with a scaled and translated wavelet function ψ 0 (t):
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where s is the dilation parameter used to change the scale and n is the translation parameter. In this work we used the Morlet wavelet, defined as
where ω 0 is a dimensionless frequency and η is a dimensionless time. As reported in GMJ04, the Morlet wavelet (with ω 0 = 6) is a good choice, since it provides a good balance between time and frequency localization; moreover, the wavelet Fourier period λ wt is almost equal to the scale s(λ wt = 1.03s). The wavelet power is defined as W x n (s) 2 , while the complex argument of W x n (s) can be interpreted as the local phase. Since the CWT has edge artifacts due to the wavelet not being completely localized in time, it is useful to introduce a cone of influence (COI) in which edge effects cannot be ignored. Here, as reported in GMJ04, we take the COI as the area in which the wavelet power has dropped to e −2 of the value at the edge.
Usually, statistical significance tests for wavelet power spectra are developed by deriving theoretical wavelet spectra for given background noise processes and using these to establish significance levels and confidence intervals. In the present paper, following Grinsted et al. (2004) , the red noise and the 5 % significance level are used.
The cross-wavelet transform (XWT) of two time series x n and y n is defined as W xy = W x W y * , where the asterisk denotes complex conjugation. It examines the relationships between two time series by exposing their common power and relative phase in time and frequency space. The phase correlation between two time series is described by the phase angle and the statistical significance is estimated against a red-noise model.
Another useful measure is how coherent the cross-wavelet transform is in time-frequency space. Following Torrence and Webster (1998) , the wavelet coherence of two time series is defined as
where S is the smoothing operator taking into account both the smoothing along the wavelet scale and in time (Grinsted et al., 2004) . Here we apply the XWT to the standardized monthly time series of O 3 (T ) and Mg II index by focusing on the 11-year periodicity. Wavelet coherence is then analyzed for those stratospheric regions showing maximum common power during that period.
Results
Climatology and long-term trends
Climatological means for the period 1979-2013 of the zonal mean stratospheric O 3 mass mixing ratio and air temperature (latitude-pressure cross sections) are displayed in Fig. 1a and b, respectively. As expected, O 3 is found to have maximum concentrations at about 10 hPa (25-30 km) in tropical regions, while minimum values characterize the lower stratosphere nearby the tropopause (100 hPa). The resulting heating of the upper atmosphere, due to the absorption of solar ultraviolet radiation by ozone, leads to a temperature increase with height in the stratosphere with maximum value of about 260 K near the stratopause (1 hPa). Trend analysis of annual ozone and temperature standardized anomalies (Fig. 2a, b) shows the following features: (i) O 3 is characterized by upward trends above 7 hPa (mostly statistically significant at the 95 % confidence level) and downward trends below, with the exception of the tropical region around 30 hPa; (ii) T reveals prevailing statistically significant downward trends at almost all levels and latitudes. The downward O 3 trends in the middle-lower stratosphere are consistent with the depletion phenomenon observed since the late 1970s and mainly associated with the release of pollution containing the chemicals chlorine and bromine (Staehelin et al., 2001) . The tendency towards an increasing ozone concentration in the upper stratosphere instead remains questionable because it is likely affected by the mentioned problem concerning the O 3 data assimilation (i.e., the assimilation of GOME profiles since 1996; see Sect. 2.1). This problem clearly emerges from Fig. 3a , which shows the globalmean standardized anomaly time series of O 3 at 2 hPa (black line). The comparison with T anomaly time series (Fig. 3a , red line) at the same level reveals an anti-correlation between the two variables, which will be discussed in the next subsection, and the signature of the two major volcanic eruptions, El Chichón in 1982 and Pinatubo in 1991.
The stratospheric cooling shown in Fig. 2b is consistent with the theory on the thermal equilibrium of the stratosphere for increasing CO 2 concentration and constant relative humidity (Manabe and Wetherald, 1967) , also supported by ra- diosondes, satellites and lidar measurements (e.g., Thompson and Solomon, 2005; Randel et al., 2009) . Also, it is thought that the lower stratospheric cooling is mostly driven by ozone depletion, with a possible (but uncertain) contribution from increases in stratospheric water vapor, at least during the period 1980-2000 as suggested by observations (Shine et al., 2003; Solomon et al., 2010 ). However, the major difficulties in developing an understanding of stratospheric temperature trends are uncertainties regarding the homogeneity of observational data, because the observing monitoring systems have been designed primarily to provide information for weather forecasting rather than for detection of long-term trends. Recent debates concern the reprocessing of satellite radiances that revealed the substantial cooling of the global lower stratosphere over 1979-2003 occurred in two pronounced step-like transitions (Ramaswamy et al., 2006; Thompson et al., 2012) . These arose in the aftermath of two major volcanic eruptions (El Chichón and Pinatubo), with each cooling transition being followed by a period of relatively steady temperatures. Although climate model simulations indicate that the stratospheric cooling is largely attributable to the combined effect of changes in both anthropogenic factors (O 3 depletion and increases in well-mixed greenhouse gases) and natural factors (solar irradiance variation and volcanic aerosols), discrepancies exist between observed and simulated global-mean stratospheric temperatures (Thompson et al., 2012) . The ERA-I global-mean standardized T anomaly at 50 hPa (Fig. 3b, red line) shows such a behavior consistent with satellite measurements, with two transient warming events related to the volcanic eruptions followed by near-steady anomaly periods. The corresponding O 3 anomaly (Fig. 3b , black line) has a decline during the first part of the record and a hint of recovery after 1996 (Yang et al., 2006) . To better describe how the recovery feature is captured by ERA-I reanalysis, the time-pressure cross section of annualmean, global-mean standardized O 3 anomaly is shown in Fig. 4 . As can be seen, positive anomalies characterize the stratospheric layers below 10 hPa from 1996 onward, with an interruption around the year 2005. Thus, it seems that evidence for ozone recovery in the middle-lower stratosphere (about 90 % of ozone in the Earth's atmosphere resides in the stratosphere) is masked by large long-term changes that dominate its current evolution, and a longer time is needed to corroborate the observed positive tendency.
In the upper stratosphere (1-5 hPa), Fig. 4 displays a positive anomaly in correspondence of GOME profiles assimilation in 1996, while at 10 hPa positive anomalies occur during/after the solar maxima (i.e., 1981, 1989-1991, 2000-2002) . The 11-year solar activity is well monitored by the Mg II index, whose monthly time series from January 1979 to December 2013 is reported in Fig. 5 . It can be noted that, as predicted, the first maximum of the 24th cycle, which oc- curred at the beginning of 2012, is less intense than the previous three. The current (January 2015) observations and predictions of the solar activity makes the 24th cycle the smallest sunspot cycle since the 14th cycle, with the first peak occurred on February 2012 and the second peak on April 2014 (http://solarscience.msfc.nasa.gov/predict.shtml). A correlation analysis between the solar index and ozone and temperature follows.
Correlations
Correlation maps between the annual, zonally averaged O 3 and Mg II index, T and Mg II index, and O 3 and T are illustrated in Fig. 6 . A positive correlation is found between O 3 and Mg II index in the middle-lower stratosphere, and negative correlation above (Fig. 6a) . It is worth noting that correlations of de-trended signals (not shown) confirm such tendencies.
The O 3 decrease with increasing solar flux in the upper stratosphere and mesosphere is likely due to the increase in the rate of water photolysis, which leads to faster ozone destruction by HO x catalytic cycles (Egorova et al., 2005; Merkel et al., 2011) .
The correlation between T and Mg II index is positive at all latitudes and levels (Fig. 6b) , suggesting a monotonically increasing relationship between temperature and solar activity mainly at tropical regions.
The correlation between O 3 and T is negative in the upper stratosphere (Fig. 6c) , a feature that is reasonable because a higher temperature accelerates gas-phase chemical reactions, which destroy ozone molecules. On the other hand, the correlation is positive in the lower stratosphere, in contradiction with chemical kinetics, indicating that ozone in that region is governed mainly by transport (Sekiyama et al., 2006; Stolarski et al., 2012) . 
Relationship with the 11-year solar cycle
To isolate the signature of the 11-year solar cycle in stratospheric ozone mass mixing ratio and temperature, the wavelet cross-power spectral density (CPSD) between the two variables of interest and Mg II index is computed for each standardized anomaly time series at different latitudes and pressure levels. The latitude-pressure cross sections of CPSD for the 11-year period both for O 3 and T are displayed in Fig. 7 . For ozone (Fig. 7a) , common high power is found in the lower stratosphere tropical regions , and in the upper stratosphere at high latitudes in both hemispheres (around 3 hPa) and subtropics (1-2 hPa). The dominant feature observed around 30-50 hPa may be related to the connection between quasi-biennial oscillation (QBO) and solar activity. Some studies have in fact supported the solar influence on the lower stratosphere dynamics with the observed 11-year variation in the QBO in the stratospheric equatorial zonal winds (e.g., Labitzke, 2005; Soukharev and Hood, 2006; McCormack et al., 2007) . Moreover, they showed that the combined effects of solar UV variations, the QBO and planetary wave forcing could provide a possible explanation for the 11-year ozone response in the tropical lower stratosphere, where the ozone distribution is largely controlled by transport.
For air temperature (Fig. 7b) , common high power occurs mainly in the tropical regions both in the upper (1-3 hPa) and in the lower stratosphere around 30 hPa, i.e., regions where the maximum correlation between T and Mg II index has been observed (Fig. 6b) . Results of wavelet coherence between O 3 (T ) and Mg II index for the stratospheric regions with high values of CPSD at 11-year period are shown in Fig. 8 (Fig. 9) . In the figures, thick contours identify the 5 % significance level against red noise, while arrows denote the phase between the two signals. The upper panels in Fig. 8 refer to the latitude band 30 • S-30 • N at 30 and 1 hPa: in both cases high values of coherence are found for the 11-year period, but while the signals are almost in phase in the lower level, they are out of phase in the upper level (phase locked around 180 • ). Moreover, it should be noted that the phase does not change over time, meaning that the two series should be physically related (Grinsted et al., 2004) . The lower panels (Fig. 8c, d) show that, at 3 hPa, high latitudes, the two signals are coherent for the 11-year period with a phase locked between 180 and 270 • . Thus, results are consistent with the correlation analysis (Fig. 6a ) that showed negative correlation between O 3 and Mg II index in the upper stratosphere and positive in the lower levels.
The analysis for T (Fig. 9) shows that, in the tropical region 30 • S-30 • N at both pressure levels of 30 and 1 hPa, temperature and Mg II index are highly coherent at the 11-year period and almost in phase, in agreement with Fig. 6b , which displays positive correlations on all pressure levels. It is worth noting that both Figs. 8 and 9 show features of high coherence for periods shorter than 11 years that, however, are localized in time and changing phase, making them less relevant from a physical point of view although they are statistically significant. 
Summary and conclusions
The study provides an analysis of the interannual variability of stratospheric ozone and temperature during the last three decades using the ECMWF reanalysis ERA-I. The relationship between O 3 (T ) and the 11-year solar cycle is investigated using the Mg II index as a proxy for solar UV irradiance.
For a first-order indicator of the long-term variability we used the linear trend estimate in the time series, being aware of the limitations of such a method to draw any conclusion based only on the detected tendencies (e.g., the limited record length or the nonlinear nature of the time series). Results show that the zonally averaged O 3 anomalies are characterized by upward (downward) trends in the upper (middle and lower) stratosphere (Fig. 2a) . While the downward trends in the lower stratosphere are consistent with the ozone depletion observed since the late 1970s, the reliability of the upward trends in the upper stratosphere remain uncertain, likely affected by the problems related to the assimilation of O 3 data into the reanalysis system (i.e., the assimilation of GOME profiles since 1996). As introduced in Sect. 2.1, in the reanalysis system, ozone is a prognostic variable of the forecast model and is analyzed with the other model state variables in 4D-Var analysis, which requires highly accurate ozone information. Unfortunately, the assimilation of ozone profiles into ERA-I caused systematic artificial changes in temperature and winds near the top of the model, where the flow is not well constrained by other observations. For this reason a temporary solution has been adopted by modifying the analysis scheme in order to prevent any direct influence of ozone observations on the dynamical fields. It is worth noting that, since such a problem cannot be fully addressed until adequate bias corrections for ozone data of different sources have been developed (hopefully in the next reanalysis system; Dragani and Dee, 2008; Dee et al., 2011) , caution is required when ozone changes are estimated and interpreted. Artificial contributions to long-term trends or turning points may occur at upper stratospheric levels that likely cannot be properly corrected by the user of the reanalysis product.
The trend analysis of the T field (Fig. 2b ) reveals prevailing statistically significant downward trends at almost all levels and latitudes, which is the stratospheric cooling as predicted by the theory on the thermal equilibrium of the stratosphere for increasing CO 2 concentration in the troposphere and constant relative humidity.
The analysis of correlations between O 3 and Mg II, T and Mg II, and O 3 and T are consistent with photochemical reactions occurring in the stratosphere and large-scale transport (Fig. 6) .
Finally, the wavelet cross-spectra between O 3 and Mg II index show common power at 11-year period, particularly in tropical regions at about 30-50 hPa (Fig. 7a) , and different relative phase in the upper and middle-lower stratosphere (Fig. 8) . The feature observed around 30 hPa, where the ozone distribution is mainly controlled by transport, might be a signature of the connection between quasi-biennial oscillation (QBO) and solar activity. The same analysis for T shows maximum common power in tropical regions at uppermost levels (Fig. 7b) and an in-phase relationship for the 11-year period (Fig. 9) .
The overall results suggest the following remarks:
i. Although ozone has been observed over several decades with multiple instruments, combining the existing observations from many different sensors to produce consistent and homogeneous data suitable for scientific analyses remains a difficult task. Thus, an improved bias correction of ozone measurements provided by different satellite instruments would help in understanding the upward O 3 trends detected above 7 hPa.
ii. The long-term trends discussed in the present paper, if confirmed by longer data records, should be analyzed in relation to the time behavior of the spectral UV solar irradiance (i.e., SORCE data) to understand the impact of the different UV spectral bands on the stratospheric ozone concentration.
iii. The application of the wavelet analysis showed that there are periodicities ranging from decadal to seasonal timescales embedded on the detected linear tendencies, suggesting the occurrence of nonlinear components in the observed changes. Additional analyses, preferably with longer data records, should be devoted to the analysis of trend patterns, nonlinear trends and seasonality, or long-term memory effects (for sample applications in the meteorological field, see Hannachi, 2007; Bordi et al., 2009 Bordi et al., , 2014 .
iv. The spectral difference between the weak 24th solar maximum and the previous ones should also be investigated and the relative change in the stratospheric ozone and temperature quantified.
v. Finally, since a consensus regarding the impact of solar variability on cloud cover is far from being reached, it would be of interest to complement the present study with an analysis of the spatial and temporal variability of ERA-I cloud cover anomalies for the same time section.
These will be topics of future investigations. 
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